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A Word by the Publisher

Gandhiji wrote these chapters while he was confined in the Aga Khan Palace at Poona during
1942-1944. As the manuscript indicates he began to pen them on 27-8-1942 and completed them
on 18-12-1942. To him the subject was so important that he hesitated to release them at once,
and took time to go through them again and again till the treatment was to his full satisfaction.
He intended to correct these chapters if his ever-growing experience so dictated. The original
was written in Gujarati and Gandhiji got it translated into Hindustani and English by Dr. Sushila
Nayar under his own guidance. He also went through both the translations to give them the final
touches.

The reader can therefore take the translation as Gandhiji’s own rendering of what he wished
to convey to his people and to the world on the vital question of health. To him the study of this
question was part of the service of God and His creation which was his mission.

2-10-1948
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Preface

For the benefit of the readers of the Indian Opinion (South Africa), I wrote a few articles
under the heading Guide to Health in or about the year 1906. These were later published in
book form. I found that it was known to the Indian public. But copies were not available in
India. The late Swami Akhandanand asked for my permission to publish an Indian edition.
The enterprise proved very popular. The book was translated into several Indian languages.
An English translation also appeared. This reached the West, and was translated into several
European languages. The result was that the book became the most popular of all my writings.
I have never been able to understand the reason for this popularity. I had written those articles
casually, and I did not attach much importance to them. But perhaps the reason for the popularity
is to be sought in the fact that I have looked upon the problem of health from a novel point of
view, somewhat different from the orthodox methods adopted by doctors and vaidyas. Whether
my presumption is correct or not, many friends have been pressing me to publish a new edition,
putting forth my views to date. I have never been able to revise the original. I have never had the
time for it. The present enforced rest offers me such an opportunity and I am taking advantage
of it. I have not even got the original with me. The experience of so many years cannot but
have left its mark upon my thought. But those who have read the original book will notice that
there is no fundamental difference between my ideas of today and those of 1906. But my mind
is responsive. Therefore, whatever change the reader my find will, I hope, be in the nature of a
progress.

I am giving a new name: Key to Health. Anyone who observes the rules of health mentioned
in this book will find that he has got in it a real key to unlock the gates leading him to health. He
will not need to knock at the doors of doctors or vaidyas from day to day.

Aga Khan Palace, Yeravda, 27-8-1942
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Subject Index

[This synopsis of the topics discussed in the book was prepared by Gandhiji himself in the
original Gujarati during his leisure. To preserve it as an indication of his deep interest in the
subject and of his characteristic of taking immense pains in whatever work he undertook, we
have thought it proper to include it in the English translation in place of an index at the end. That
it is fully exhaustive is evident even at a mere glance. J. D.]

PART I

1. THE HUMAN BODY 1-3

The human body in health page 1; Prize fighters and health 1; Human activity and the ten
senses 2; The eleventh sense 2; The human body is the universe in miniature 2; Happy working
of the human machine 2; What is the use of the human body? 3; Human body ? a temple for the
spirit to live in 3; Human body a mine of dirt 3; Human body for service 3

2. AIR 3-5

Air 3; Oxygen 4; Necessity of proper ventilation 4; Breathing through the mouth 4; Breath-
ing through the nose 4; Breathing exercise 4; Cleaning the nose 4; Drawing water through the
nostrils 4; Sleeping in the open 5; How to cover the body 5; Night clothes 5; The air around us
5; The choice of a suitable locality 5

3. WATER 5-6

How much water or liquid food during 24 hours? 5; Drinking water must be pure 5; Water
from wells, rivers and tanks 5-6; Role of water with regard to health 6; Boiled water 6; Water
and religion 6

4. FOOD 6-14

Nourishment of the body 6; Categories of food 6; Flesh foods 6; Milk-animal food 6; Sterile
eggs 7; Milk and sterile eggs 7; Milk and sterile eggs same kind of food 7; Medical opinion about
diet 7; Man ?a vegetarian 7; Fruits ?Fresh and dry 7; Milk, curds and butter ?necessary for the
human body 7; Consequences of exclusion of milk from my diet 7; My vow of not taking milk 7;
Goat’s milk 7; The letter and spirit of the vow 8; Necessity of milk in diet 8; Drawbacks of milk
8; Domesticated animals hardly perfectly healthy 8; Apparently healthy animals in fact diseased
8; Boiled milk for safety 8; Cattle slaughtered for meat 9; Man’s main worry 9; Balanced diet
9; Food needs of the human body 9; Tissue building substances 9; Meat and milk 9; Skimmed
milk 9; Function of milk 9; Wheat, rice, juwar and other cereals 10; One cereal at a time 10;
Extra strain upon digestion 10; Wheat ?king among cereals 10; Flour with bhusi or pericarp 10;
Food value of bhusi 10; Pericarp of the rice grain 10; Limit of pounding rice 10; Polishing why
popular 10; Food value of rice polishing 10; Rice chapatis or cakes 11; Dipping chapati in dal
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KEY TO HEALTH

gravy ?not healthy 11; Advangates of proper mastication 11; Pulses 11; Food without pulses
11; Milk and pulses for whom 11; Varieties of pulses — difficult and easy to digest 11; Flesh
food and pulses 11; Vegetables and fruits 11; A slur on the administration of India 11; Green
vegetables for villagers 11; Land legislation bad from villagers’ standpoint 12; Leafy vegetables
12; Starch-supplying vegetables 12; Vegetables serving as cereals 12; Certain vegetables to be
eaten raw 12; Best time for taking fruits 12; Banana 12; Milk and banana make a perfect meal 12;
Ghee and oil 12; Amount of ghee to be taken per day 12; Sweet oil; groundnut oil and cocoa-nut
oil 12; Oil and ghee sold in the bazar generally useless 12; Brown and white sugar 13; Proper
proportion of daily intake of sugar 13; Sweet foods 13; Taking sweets equivalent to robbery 13;
Fried foods 13; Puris and Laddus etc. Englishmen and our customary food 13; Hunger and relish
13; How often and how much to eat 13; Food should be taken as medicine 13; Satisfaction of
real hunger gives relish or pleasurable feeling 13; What does the system require? 13; Parents and
children 13; Mother’s food during pregnancy affects the child 13-14; Food for men of sedentary
habits 14; Salts 14; How often should one eat 14

5. CONDIMENTS 15-16

Salt 15; Salts destroyed by cooking 15; Several condiments not required for the human body
15; Chillies, Pepper, mustard, methi etc. 15; Condiments as medicines 15; A vitiated palate
15; Premature death by chillies 15; Negroes will not touch condiments 16; Englishmen and
condiments 16

6. TEA, COFFEE AND COCOA 16-17

Tea, coffee and cocoa 16; The use of tea originated in China 16; Use of tea started as a test of
boiled water 16; How to prepare tea 16; The harmful way 16; Tannin in tea 16; Effect of tannin
on the stomach and intestines 16; Tea drinking and ailments resulting from it 16; Boiled hot
water mixed with milk and sugar 16; Tea and coffee and cocoa 17; Coffee and cocoa giving up
by the author 17; Vegetable soup in place of tea 17; Hot water, honey and lemon make a healthy
drink 17

7. INTOXICANTS 17-20

Intoxicants 17; Intoxicants used in India; alcohol, bhag, ganja, tobacco and opium 17;
Country-made liquor and arak 17; Alcohol makes a man forget himself 17; He loses all sense
of decency and propriety 17; Limited and regulated consumption of alcohol useful? 17; Tadi
and the Parsis 18; Tadi a food? Fresh Khajuri juice known as nira 18; Nira a laxative 18; Food
value of nira 18; Nira in place of tea 18; Jaggery from palm juice 18; Nira gets fermented very
quickly 18; Palm jaggery can well replace sugar-cane jaggery 18; Palm jaggery less sweet 18;
Cheap sugar for the poor 18; Jaggery can be converted into refined sugar 18; Jaggery and refined
sugar 18; Foodstuffs richer in their natural states 19; Bitter experience of the evils of drinks 19;
Indentured labourers and drinking 19; The law regarding liquor in South Africa 19; Liquor and
African Negroes 19; An Englishman who was an addict 19; Princes and liquor 19; Princes and
the rich youth 19; Liquor ruins physically, morally and intellectually 20

8. OPIUM 20-21

Alcohol and opium 20; Opium makes the addict dull and lazy 20; The evil effects of opium
20; Devastating effects in Assam and Orissa 20; Opium and China 20; Opium addict will stoop to
anything to procure it 20; The Opium War 20; China and the opium from India 20; The English
and the opium trade 20; Revenue from opium 20; English agitation against the immoral trade
20; Place of opium in Materia Medica 20; Impossible to do without it as a drug 20; Opium a
well-known poison 21
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KEY TO HEALTH

9. TOBACCO 21-23

Tobacco has worked havoc among mankind 21; Tolstoy has called it the worst of all in-
toxicants 21; Tobacco smoking an expensive habit 21; Smokers callous of other’s feeling 21;
Non-smokers cannot bear the smell of tobacco smoke 21; Smoking in railways, trams etc. 21;
Tobacco and the dirty habit of spitting 21; Tobacco kills finer feelings 21; A character of Tolstoy
21; How he committed a ghastly murder under the influence of tobacco 22; All smokers not bad
men 22; What Tolstoy perhaps meant 22; Three forms of the tobacco habit in India 22; Smoking
chewing and snuffing 22; Chewing the dirtiest 22; A Gujarati popular saying ?all three equally
guilty 22; sensible chewers 22; Vast majority unabashedly soil all places 22; Dangers to smokers
22; Snuffers soil their clothes 22; Lovers of health must shed the slavery of all three 22; All the
three most dirty habits 23

10. BRAHMACHARYA 23-29

Brahmacharya 23; Self-restraint and the realization of the self 23; Brahmacharya as ordinar-
ily understood 23; Brahmacharya and control over the sexual instinct 23; A brahmachari should
be free from anger 23; The so-called brahmacharis 23; Disregard of the ordinary rules of brah-
macharya 23; Mere abstention from sexual intercourse not brahmacharya 23; Brahmacharya and
desire for intercourse 23; True control over the sexual organ 23; Brahmacharya bespeaks of pos-
session of vital force 23; Brahmacharya and company of women 24; A brahmachari and distinc-
tion between men and distinction between men and women 24; Brahmacharya and licentiousness
24; Brahmacharya and conception of beauty 24; How a brahmachari behaves 24; Brahmachari’s
sexual organs 24; Brahmachari and impotence 24; An impotent man not free from sexual desire
24; Sublimation 24; A true brahmachari rare to find 24; Brahmacharya and the author 24; The
author’s experiments 24-25; Brahmacharya and conservation of sexual secretions 25; The power
of the vital fluid 25; True use of the vital fluid 25; Marriage and sexual intercourse 25; Mar-
ried brahmacharis 25; Result of intercourse performed as a duty 25; Common experience and
progress 25-26; What is true of things physical also true of things spiritual 26; Men and women
in the early days mated promiscuously like animals 26; Discovery of the law of self-restraint 26;
Investigation of the possibilities of the law of self-restraint 26; Conservation of the vital fluid
natural 26; Food and the vital fluid 26; Little food necessary to keep fit 26; Effects of natural
wear and tear 26; A brahmachari’s intellectual capacities 26; Conservation of vital energy, key
to health 26; Rules of conservation of vital force 26; Root of sexual desire in thought 26; Japa
and conservation of vital force 27; Thoughts, reading and talking 27; Control over speaking 27;
Avoid erotic literature 27; Refreshing sleep 27; Brisk walking in the open best form of exercise
27; How to walk 27; Laziness ?enemy of self-restraint 27; keep hands and feet, eyes and ears
healthily occupied 27; A man becomes what he eats 27; Control the palate and the senses are
controlled 27; Body not meant to be a refuse bin 28; Realization of God 28; How man should
look upon woman 28; How woman should look upon man 28; Real desire for brahmacharya
28; The effort for Brahmacharya a joy in itself 28; A few words about contraceptives 28; The
practice of preventing progeny not new 28; Contraceptives kill the desire for self-restraining 28;
Read Self-Restraint v. Self-Indulgence 29; Avoid contraceptives as poison 29; True conjugal
love 29; The joy of true renunciation 29

PART II

1. EARTH 30-33

Earth 30; Science of natural therapeutics 30; Dr. Pranjivan Mehta 30; Author’s loss of
sense of well being 30; Drugs did the author no good 30; Faith in medicine began to fail 30;
Habit of long walks stood the author in good stead 31; Just’s Return to Nature 31; Use of earth
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KEY TO HEALTH

31; Constipation and mud poultice 31; How to make a mud poultice 31; Fruit-salt 31; Castor
oil 31; Size of mud poultice 31; Mud can cure snake bite 31; Mud poultice relieves headache
in most cases 31; Mud poultice cures ordinary boils 31; Mud poultice prepared in potassium
permanganate lotion 31; Use of earth on a wasp sting 31; Use of earth of scorpion bite 31-32;
Scorpion ?a nuisance in Sevagram 31-32; Application of mud poultice in high fever 32; Use of
earth in typhoid fever 32; Experience of typhoid in Sevagram 32; Mud poultice a substitute for
antiphlogistine 32; A little oil and salt with mud serves as antiphlogistine 32; kinds of clay 32;
Clean earth emits a delicate smell 32; Problem of getting earth in cities 32; Sticky earth no good
32; Gritty earth equally bad 32; Never use earth from manured soil 32; Heat earth to sterilise it
32; Same poultice can be used often 32; How to obtain clean clay 32; Mud from the Jumna bank
33; Eating earth to help relieve constipation 33

2. WATER 33-40

Hydrotherapy 33; Kuhne and Andhra 33; Kuhne’s hip bath 33; Kuhne’s sitz bath 33; Proper
size of the tub 33; Ice may be used to cool water 33; Vigorous fannig to cool water 33- 34; Tub
kept against the bathroom wall 34; How to sit in the tub 34; How to apply friction 34; Hip bath
brings down temperature 34; Hip bath reduces constipation 34; Bath should not be given on a full
stomach 34; A brisk walk after bath 34; Bath efficacious in hyperpyrexia 34; Kuhne on the real
cause of fever 34; Hip bath and fever 34; Medical profession and naturopathy 34-35; Nature cure
methods can be safely practised by laymen 35; Cold water and headache 35; Friction bath and
the organ of reproduction35; There is something illusive about the sensitiveness of glans penis
and the foreskin 35; Method of friction bath 36; The friction bath and the cleansing of the sexual
organ 36; Keeping the sexual organ clean makes the observance of brahmacharya comparatively
easier 36; Cleansing the sexual organ makes the seminal emissions less likely 36; Wet sheet
packs very useful in pyrexia and insomnia 36; The method of giving wet sheet packs 36-37; The
results of wet sheet pack ?sleep, fall in temperature 37; Wet sheet pack and pneumonia 37; Wet
sheet pack and typhoid 37; Wet sheet packs also useful in the treatment of prickly heat, urticaria,
skin irritation, measles, smallpox etc. 37; The sheet used should be sterilised and washed with
soap and water 38; Ice massage and circulation of blood 38; Therapeutics of hot water 38; Hot
water as effective as iodine in cases of ear ache and other injuries 38; Use of iodine attended
with risks 38; Hot water relieves pain to a certain extent in cases of scorpion bite 38; Hot boiling
water subsides a shivering fit or rigour 38-39; Steam ?a valuable therapeutic agent 39; Steam
baths most useful in rheumatism and other joint pains 39; Method of taking steam bath 39;
Steam and angithi 39; Neem leaves or other herbs and steam 39; Steam gives relief in cases of
aching of legs, common cold and sore throat 39-40

3. AKASH (Ether?) 40-43

Akash a difficult word to translate 40; Akash and God 41; Should not put any partition
between ourselves and the sky 41; Akash and cleanliness 42; Akash and simplicity 42; Akash
and health 42; Sleeping in the open 42; Akash and food 42; Nature and fasting 43

4. SUN 43-44

Man cannot do without sunlight 43; Sunbath 43; Morning sun an all-round tonic 44; Sunbath
and diseases 44; Mud poultice, banana or other leaves used to protect the head from the strong
sunlight during sunbath 44

5. AIR 44-45

See chapter 2, Part I.
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